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The Utilities module contains important tools such as Backup and Restore and Update.
Backup Data

It is extremely important to keep up to date backup copies of your data!!

See the special Backups manual.
Restore Data

Restore is the opposite of Backup. It brings back saved data.

Strongly Recommended – Contact the Bookmark Help Desk before restoring.

Select the appropriate option that corresponds to the backup to be restored.
If restoring from an external location, the following appears:

Use this option to restore a backup saved to a USB flash drive, CD or other external location.

Click on the drive from which to restore.

The backups should be listed in reverse order from latest at the top.
Select the backup to be restored.

The backup is restored directly from the external drive.

If the restore operation is successful a message appears.

Utilities will close and Bookmark will return to the Main Menu.

**Special restores**

Special restores are used to restore specific pieces of data without having to restore everything. Use only on advice from the Help Desk.
Update Bookmark Program

At the start of the day, Bookmark may generate a notice if it detects an update is available.

(Technical note: Bookmark identifies the need for an update by download a small file from the Bookmark support website. If the version number in the file is newer than that for the program, the notice pops up. If Bookmark is unable to download the file, no notice is given. Inability to download the file may be due to lack of an Internet connection or a network proxy server blocking access.)

Bookmark can be updated from this menu, or it can be updated in Utilities.

In Utilities / Update, two methods are available for updating.

1. Bookmark downloads then automatically process the update file. The procedure is identical to updating from the start-of-day notice.

2. Manually download and save the update file then manually process it. This requires several more steps.
Download and Update (one step)

This is the easiest way to update Bookmark. It combines both the download and processing steps into one easy click.

*Technical note: The network proxy server must allow access to Bookmark's file sharing website.*

- [http://bookmark.central.sa.edu.au](http://bookmark.central.sa.edu.au)

Bookmark will attempt to access this URL and download a starter update program. If successful, the following appears.
Choose one of the sites from which to download the update file then click on the "Start Download" button to begin.

The update file will first be downloaded. It is a very large file. The time needed to download depends on the speed of your Internet connection and local network traffic.

After a successful download, a small window appears and counts to 10.

During this time, any open part of Bookmark is shut down. (Note: if unable to shut down any part of Bookmark anywhere on a network, the update will fail!)

After the count, the Bookmark program files, documentation and images are extracted from the update file.

When the update is successful another window pops up showing a smily.
Downloaded Update File to save only

In some Bookmark installations, the easy one-step update method may not be available due to proxy server or other network settings or lack of Internet connection. The alternative is to manually download an update file then process it separately. The update file can be downloaded and saved even on a different computer.

The Download Update File to Save Only function go onto the Internet.

Click on either link to save the update file. Be sure to keep track where the file is saved.

Downloading this file does not complete the update procedure. The file then needs to be processed. After saving use the "Open a saved update file" function to process the file (see next section).
Open a Separately Downloaded Update File

After downloading the saving an update file, the third button can be used to manually process it.

After saving, choose the *Open a Separately Downloaded Update File* option.

A file requestor window appears. Use this to locate the downloaded and saved update file `Bmupdate.lzh`.

The name of the file will appear in the middle area when found. Click on it then click on Open. *Do not change the filename!*
The program modules are then extracted from the update file.
When finished the screen shows something like this.

```
Melted  BMDOCS.LZX
Melted  BMICONS.LZX
Melted  BMIMAGES.LZX
Melted  BMIMAGING.LZX
Melted  BMWEBOPAC.LZX
Melted  AUTOBACK.EXE
Melted  E.BAT
Melted  UPDATE.BAT
Melted  sqlite3.exe
Melted  BM2BRRR.EXE
Melted  BM2CAT.EXE
Melted  BM2CIRC.EXE
Melted  BM2CTRLS.exe
Melted  BM2MOVE.EXE
Melted  BM2REPORT.EXE
Melted  BM2SEARCH.exe
Melted  BM2STK.EXE
Melted  BM2UTIL.exe
Melted  BM2WEBSVR.EXE
Melted  gcodeblend.dll
Melted  BM.EXE
```

Press any key to continue . . .

"Can't open" or "Skipped" or "Can't create" error messages always indicate a problem updating. Usually it it because a module has been left open on a computer somewhere. Close the module and repeat.

If everything on the list says, "Melted", press any key to continue.

The black window is closed and Bookmark restarts back to the Main Menu.

The new version number should be visible in the upper left corner of the window.
Each version also has a "release number". This number increments faster than the version number.
System Info provides information about Bookmark and the computer.

"Bookmark's Location" is the path used by the computer to access Bookmark. It should begin with a drive letter and not two backslashes.

If the drive letter is C or D, Bookmark is probably installed on the computer. If it is E: or higher, Bookmark is probably installed on a server and the local computer is "feeding" off it to run Bookmark.

The "Host" is the computer on which Bookmark is physically installed, not necessarily the computer being used. This address can begin with either a drive letter or two backslashes.

The "Version" contains both the version and release numbers.
Printer Info

Information about the printer. First, select the printer.

The values presented are in the printer itself, not Bookmark.

The Test Print produces a Print Preview first. It does everything on one page Bookmark will try to use in its printouts.
Batcave

This area is for use by the Bookmark Help Desk. It contains technical and housecleaning operations. These functions should only be used upon advice from the help desk!
Contact Bookmark

This goes online and presents a form for contacting the Bookmark help desk.
Clean Records

This operation removes odd characters and deals with incorrect ISBNs. It is normally used only once.

A list of items with incorrect ISBNs.
Compact Database (housekeeping)

When records are deleted, they are hidden within the database. These represent unused space. Compacting the database removes the deleted space, reduces the size of the database and improves speed.

Compacting the database can take several minutes.
Check Linked Items

This function scans the database and lists all linked items in which one or more titles are different to each other. Items can be unlinked if needed.

Technically, only identical titles should be linked. Linking identifies multiple copies for Search and Reservations.

Run Script File

Script files may be sent by the Bookmark to you as a means of performing special functions. Use this function to open them.

Rebuild Entire Database (housekeeping)

This housekeeping function repairs a malformed database and also cleans up an old database.
View Raw Data

The window above can be used to view the raw data contained in the tables. Use only under the instruction of the Bookmark help desk.

Command Window

The command window is provided for emergency use by the Bookmark Help Desk.
Download file

This button allows downloading a special file the Bookmark help desk might request. The help desk will specify what to enter.

Restore Version 9 Data

This function should only be used under instruction from the Bookmark help desk, when converting from version 9 to 10.